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BRUNOTTI PRO X 138 ELEVEIGHT MASTER V4 139

CRAZYFLY LEGEND 138 F-ONE WTF!? 136

The Brunotti Pro X was one board we wanted to keep a lit-
tle longer as it would have been great to try it out in 30+ 
knots, dialing into a smaller kite, but alas the wind gods did 
not allow that. This is the accessible freestyle board from 
Brunotti, and whilst it shares a lot of features with the 
Youri Pro model, it is a little more accessible and therefore 
adaptable to more conditions to get the most progression 
out of your freestyle riding.

Quad channels on the tips make for some impressive grip 
as you load that edge as hard as you can, helped by the rail 
step, and then landings are smoothed by the ‘Displacement 
Hull’ which spreads the water on impact. You would strug-
gle to find a board that makes stomping new tricks quite as 

Aimed at the freestyle market, the Master V4 had the high-
est rocker out of the boards we received from Eleveight. Its 
construction, while solid, is lightweight and its flex is gener-
ous towards the tips. This is a board that works very well for 
lighter riders that may struggle to get a response out of the 
especially stiff boards out in the freestyle market. It is easy 
loading, but also reaps an unsparing pop from its very posi-
tive reflex. Beneath its aesthetically pleasing, UV protective 
top sheet, they have layered a spread tow carbon stringer and 
biax glass; this is then complimented by layers of biax glass 
laminates beneath the wood core for a torsionally controlled 
and strong reflex.

At its base, the Master V4 features ample base shaping to 
create a controlled and well-driven ride with great upwind 

New in the twintip lineup for 2021, the CrazyFly Legend 
has replaced the Bulldozer as Posito Martinez’s pro model 
board for freestyle and wakestyle riding. On first glance, the 
Legend’s squared outline, rail channels and double concave 
at the tips make it clear that this board is truly focused to-
wards a refined edge control and plenty of speed to ensure 
that the pop generated is large. A low rocker, less common 
in freestyle boards that often favor mid to high rocker, has 
been used and resultantly the access to speed when required 
is instant.

CNC-shaping of a Paulownia wood core sets the foundation of 
the Legend. CrazyFly’s Edge Control Track, used throughout 
the length of the board, forms a stepped channel on the center 
of the board. This creates the Legend’s superb upwind abil-

It is no secret that our test team have been fond of the WTF!? 
freestyle board, and this year is no different. Few perfor-
mance boards are quite as forgiving, and its most redeeming 
aspect is that the confidence it inspires urges you to push 
your riding further knowing that it has your back. Despite 
its forgiving nature and reassuring ride, there is some power 
under the hood, raring to be unleashed.

At its base, the WTF!? features a double concave, tip channe-
ling and a unique HRD-inspired rail design which combine 
brilliantly to create a ride that is locked in and assertive in 
its drive, with an early plane and easy to access acceleration. 
The WTF!? utilizes a staged medium rocker, elevating clos-
er to the tips. Not only does this make it accelerate easily, it 
also allows it to lock its rail into the water firmly for a strong 

enjoyable. The pop is better than ever as the diffusor con-
trols and transitions the board’s grip and contact through 
all phases of the load.

The Pro X’s tough durable construction means this board 
can take a fair amount of punishment, but it does not feel 
heavy under the feet at all, which means it rides well in 
lighter wind ranges even with boots. We were slight-
ly hampered by only having the 138x41 in lighter winds 
whereas the 142x42 would have further highlighted these 
attributes. If it is accessible performance freestyle you 
are after with a quality finish and a lighter board that will 
also perform when the wind is not hooning, then this is 
your board.

ability. Its medium rocker is combined with a smooth double 
concave and channeling at the tips and rails. The Master V4 
has a multi-stage rocker and this supports the smooth land-
ings whilst making turns and carves very satisfying, allowing 
you to attack the chop without losing grip and being doused 
by spray. The ride is comfortable, neither lacking for grip nor 
latching itself down on the water surface. 
Overall, the Eleveight Master V4 rides smooth, and is forgiv-
ing on the knees on hard landings. Don’t mistake this for a 
calm cruiser, though; its well-defined double concave and rail 
channels fire the water flow into tip channeling for it to dose 
out controlled aggression aplenty as you hold the edge for a 
good strong pop. For anyone who likes rocker and the ability 
to edge and pop hard, without sacrificing comfort through the 
ride or landings, this board does just that.

ity and directional stability as it tracks with minimal effort. 
Double concave at the tips locks in the flow of water over the 
fins and ensures that whether driving hard upwind or going 
for maximum pop, you’ve always got the grip you require as 
you load up the board.

A quad axial carbon laminate has been layered over the CNC’d 
wood core and the Legend is undoubtedly a stiff board be-
cause of it. The ride feels firm throughout, yet the response is 
dynamic and rewarding of any effort you drive into the board 
with an explosive release off the water. This is a board de-
signed to be ridden with power and is best paired with boots 
to get the most of it. Precision comes naturally and you’ll find 
that its easy tracking will take you cleanly into and out of any 
trick.

hold when edging. The staging of the rocker is smooth and 
the board still scoops well into the pop, which, thanks to the 
addition of carbon stringers, is very positive. 

Underfoot, the board feels stiff, all benefitting the strong 
reflex it provides in the pop, however with landings, the im-
pact that may be expected from a stiffer board isn’t there. 
The HRD-inspired rail of the WTF!? does a superb job of 
displacing water on landings to cushion the impact and keep 
you riding longer.

For anyone looking to progress their freestyle riding, the 
WTF!? is comfortable at the feet of all freestylers, progress-
ing or advanced. It will inspire confidence to push your rid-
ing harder and reward you when you do.
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